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ABSTRACT Deep belief network (DBN) is now being recognized as a powerful and eminently practical tool
for large scale data processing. The main characteristics of DBN are the feature extension from low-level
content to high-level data association and the representation of joint distribution between original data and
matched labels. For a wheeled robot with no other available location reference supports, the internally
integrated inertial measurement units (IMUs) essentially requires the robot to be able to implement efficient
fault diagnosis to locate and identify the faults, especially for the accumulated error caused by large drifts
of gyroscopes. An optimized DBN based fault diagnosis design is proposed to deal with such faults with
complexity and diversity. The highlights of the proposed DBN model lies in its combination of weight value
optimization via an inexact LSA-GA (abbreviates ‘inexact linear searching algorithm- genetic algorithm’)
and dynamic adjustment for hidden-layer neurons of constituent RBMs (abbreviates ‘restricted Boltzmann
machines’). The problems associated with DBN anatomy, bat algorithm (BA) description and fault diagnosis
modeling are discussed in detail. The real robot platform experiments and dataset tests are conducted.
The results indicate that, the optimized DBN design leads to a better fault classification with excellent
generalization ability on given datasets, and the adjustable ‘DBN structure’ contributes to the data association
extraction between multiples of fault categories. The proposed scheme may therefore be considered to
provide preferred reference models for a class of data based fault diagnosis problems.

INDEX TERMS Optimized DBN, fault diagnosis, IMUs, weight value optimization, data association
extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development and maturation of intelligent robot
technology, robot and robotics appear to be not constrained to
manufacturing domain, whereas, they show superior applica-
bility to awider range of areas involving resource exploration,
disaster relief, medical services, military, aerospace, etc., [1].
For most GPS-denied working environments, if other exter-
nal sensors (or references) are not available, the navigation
information derived from IMUs (abbreviates ‘inertial mea-
surement units’) is generally recognized as the main source
fromwhich the robot derives its location reference and further
estimates its own location. Gyroscopes and accelerometers
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are the major components of IMUs. The functions of gyro-
scopes are to implement posture detection & navigation of
robot base and motion control of robot manipulators. And
the purposes of accelerometers are to provide information
for moving acceleration detection & navigation of robot base
as well as the feedback control of robot joints. Apparently,
in cases where gyroscopes or accelerometers fail to properly
function because of some certain faults, it will deteriorate the
IMUs and consequently decrease the stability of robot due
to the title of the base. In fact, the polluted output of IMUs
(affected by external interference signals) and accumulated
error of inertial sensors (more precisely, gyroscopes) are
significant contributors that disable an autonomous robot to
locate. The resulting faults therefore appear to be complex
with varied types of risks, often accompanied by various
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malfunction behaviors afterwards. Note that, the complex
and diverse faults of inertial sensors will not be valid for
direct fault analyses, bringing great difficulties to desired
fault diagnoses.

The expert system-based, filtering-based [2], [3] and
χ2 detection-based [4]–[6] algorithms form the conventional
solutions to fault diagnoses of robot IMUs. They all show
eminent performances in individual inertial sensor fault diag-
nosis tasks, but for purpose of combined sensor treatments
(like fault diagnoses for integrated navigation systems),
the above typical strategies that fail to exploit more deep
knowledge between I-O data ultimately show their limita-
tions. Lately, there has been more research in the area of
data-driven based robot fault diagnosis. Meanwhile, the intro-
duction of neural networks or deep neural networks makes it
possible for the representation of associated nonlinear data
via efficiently extracting the matched data features.

The principal component analysis (PCA), neural network,
and support vector machine (SVM) represent the typical
data-driven tools for sensor fault diagnoses. PCA meth-
ods [7]– [11] can be used to reduce data dimension and
extract feature vectors. The PCA-fused algorithms therefore
can provide solutions to feature extraction and fault iden-
tification for sensors. However, PCA itself is restricted to
linear data processing, since a majority of IMU vibration
signals to be corrected is essentially nonlinear, in cases where
key data partially lost, the real time capacity and accuracy
of PCA-based fault diagnoses would hardly be guaranteed.
By contrast, SVM conforms to nonlinear, small sample data
based classification tasks, being regarded as a statistically
definable learning method [12]–[15]. References [16]–[19]
perform SVM based robot sensor fault diagnoses by means
of quadratic programming (for solving support vector). Due
to the fact that the quadratic solution process involves the
calculation of multi-order small matrix (the order of small
matrix is equivalent to the number of samples), so that a
large amount of small matrix storage (a large number of
samples) implies much amount of machine memory and
operation time have to be consumed. This is unacceptable for
real-time industrial applications. Also, the network structure
of SVMdoes not allow the training of large number of sample
data. The answer to this challenging issue would be neural
network [20]–[25].

The typical neural networks, like BP (abbreviates ‘back
prorogation’), RBF (abbreviates ‘radial basis function’),
adaptive probabilistic neural network, etc., enhance their
own generalization abilities and classification performances
by fusing some other computational means (including
genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic control, SVM, etc.). They
essentially reflect a low level I-O data association. Some
research [26]–[30] focuses on exploring a deep association
between fault data. Actually, the introduction of deep learning
in sensor fault diagnosis tasks enlarges the applied ranges
of the concerned fault diagnosis models. Reference [31]
successfully realizes the DBN (abbreviates ‘deep belief
network’) based fault diagnoses of navigation systems in

high-speed rails. It is important to appreciate that, the binary
detection data provided by high-speed rails is consistent with
the data representation of input layer in DBN. In principle,
the significant advantage of DBN over typical neural net-
works consists in two aspects. One is its applicability to
complex nonlinear approximation problems with no concern
of over-fitting and falling into local optimum situations. The
other one is its applicability to deep level extraction of data
association between data and fault categories, since the map-
ping is so essential.

Inspired by this, a dynamic DBN fault diagnosis model
is proposed, which is expected to elevate the accuracy of
the fault identification for inertial sensors of wheeled robots.
Considering the engineering background, two training pro-
cesses (Wake and Sleep) of DBN model have been stressed.
The inexact linear genetic search idea (for weight optimiza-
tion in Sleep stage) and bat algorithm (BA) fused DBN struc-
ture adjustment are both highlighted. As main contributions
of this paper, the optimized DBNmodel is numerically simu-
lated and further experimentally analyzed on the constructed
fault datasets.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows.
In Section II, the typical DBN anatomy that consists of
numbers of RBMmodels and the functions of wake stage and
sleep stage in training process is given as the basis for further
work. Section III is devoted to the optimized DBN design
involving a weight value optimization strategy and a dynamic
number adjustment treatment of RBM (abbreviates‘restricted
Boltzmann machine’) hidden-layer neuron. The correspond-
ing wheeled robot fault diagnosis modeling is stressed in
Section IV, which emphasizes the collections of navigation
parameters and the establishments of matched fault datasets.
Section V carries out the experiments on the given datasets to
fulfill the performance analysis of optimized DBN for fault
diagnosis. Section VI presents the main conclusions of this
investigation.

II. THE DBN ANATOMY
As discussed before, the complicated work volume of
wheeled robot and accumulated error of interior inertial sen-
sors may cause great IMU fault complexity. Also, the low
correlative degree of raw data derived from IMUs, including
attitude, velocity and position can hardly form the direct
source for fault location or fault type determination. Taking
the preprocessed IMU data as input of DBN training model,
therefore, contributes to a deep association extraction of
inertial information as well as an efficient mapping between
data-type input and fault label-type output.

The diagrammatic representation of designed DBN
anatomy is given in Fig.1. The DBN which is composed
of 3 RBMs is actually a probability generation model. This
model establishes a joint distribution between observation
data and classification labels. The typical DBN adopts layer-
by-layer training mode, i.e., the neuron outputs of current
layers serve as the neuron inputs of next layers. Generally,
the training process of DBN can be divided into two stages.
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FIGURE 1. Structure diagram of DBN anatomy.

They are unsupervisedWake stage for pre-training and super-
vised Sleep stage for fine-tuning of weights involved.

A. THE RBM MODEL
3 RBMs (stacked in series) form the basic components of
a DBN. For each RBM, it is structured with a hidden layer
and a visible layer. As in Fig.1, the reciprocal dotted arrows
indicate how information flows between visible - hidden layer
of each RBM. Note that, the mechanism of information flow
from hidden layer to visible layer is termed reconstruction.
Given neuron states of visible layer, the activated neuron
states of hidden layer are independent with each other. Anal-
ogously, given neuron states of hidden layer, the activated
neuron states of visible layer are independent. Note also that,
the variables describing neuron states in either hidden layer
or visible layer appear to be binary, viz., the variables of both
layers would conform to {0, 1} [32].

Denote the neuron state of visible layer by vi (i =
1, 2, . . .m,m denotes neuron number of visible layer) and
denote the neuron state of hidden layer by hj(j = 1, 2, . . . n,
n denotes neuron number of hidden layer). Considering the
energy value E(·) of individual RBM model, we have

E(v, h|θ ) = −
m∑
i=1

aivi −
n∑
j=1

bjhj −
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

viWijhj (1)

where θ = {W , a, b} denotes the weight of RBM model,
ai and bj respectively denote bias of visible layer and bias
of hidden layer, Wij denotes the weight value between the
ith visible layer and the jth hidden layer.

Given E(v, h|θ ), we further obtain the joint probability
distribution between visible layer and hidden layer, viz.

P(v, h|θ ) =
e−E(v,h|θ)

Z (θ )
,Z (θ ) =

∑
v,h

e−E(v,h|θ) (2)

where Z (θ ) denotes the normalization factor.
We can solve for the activated neuron states of hidden layer

(indicated by probability P(·)) in terms of the known neuron

states of visible layer, and vice versa. Then

P(hj|v, θ) = σ (bj +
m∑
i=1

viWij) (3)

P(vi|h, θ) = σ (ai +
n∑
j=1

hjWij) (4)

where σ = 1
1+exp(−1) denotes the sigmoid-type activation

function.
The updating of weight θ = {W , a, b} subjects to the

following criterions

1W k
ij = ε(< vihj >o − < vihj >c),

Wij = Wij +1W k
ij + κ1W

k−1
ij

1aki = ε(< vi >o − < vi >c),

ai = ai +1aki + κ1a
k−1
i

1bkj = ε(< hj >o − < hj >c),

bj = bj +1bkj + κ1b
k−1
j (5)

where ε denotes learning rate, < . >o (data-dependent
term) denotes an expectation of sample data, < . >c (data-
independent term) denotes an expectation with respect to the
distribution by one-step reconstruction. κ denotes a momen-
tum, and κ1W k−1

ij is referred to as a ‘momentum term’.

B. THE TRAINING PROCESS OF DBN
The unsupervised Wake stage and supervised Sleep stage
constitute the whole training process of a DBN [33].
Fig.2 presents the graphic interpretation of this process.
As illustrated, the top layer (fused by soft-max) outputs the
final fault classification result, and expression ‘39000 × 6’
indicates ‘sample number×IMU variable dimension’ (please
refer to Part B in Section 4 for details).

1) WAKE STAGE
The tasks of Wake stage are performed by unsupervised
training as impinge upon each RBM model from bottom
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FIGURE 2. Training process of DBN.

to top. The weight θ = {W , a, b} of each RBM (3 in total)
is consequently achieved.

2) SLEEP STAGE
The substance of Sleep stage is to fulfill the fine-tuning of
weight value Wij. We may proceed by observing that the
weight θ = {W , a, b} is solvable after one-step Wake stage.
Now, the classifier ‘Soft-max’ can collect the outputs of the
last RBM (function as the inputs of Soft-max) and further
output the fault label-type results [34]. Note that, the raw
outputs of RAM are binary-type, Soft-max favorably fulfills
a ‘binary data to classification label’ mapping according to
the known fault labels (provided by IMU fault samples). The
predicated fault classification results by Soft-max are then
compared with the known fault categories, with being fed
back to the lower 3 RBMs via back propagation strategies,
the fine-tuning ofWij for each RBM is accomplished, i.e., the
fault classification results are consequently optimized.

III. OPTIMIZED DBN DESIGN
There are several difficulties that confront the designers of
such a DBN model for sensor fault diagnosis. One source
of the difficulty is that assigning initial weight values Wij
for each RBM is generally restricted to a randomly given
range. Moreover, the determination of neuron number for
each DBN hidden layer is highly dependent on repeated tests.
On the ground of these challenging issues (more precisely,
challenges associated with neuron number to be determined
and weight value to be optimized), it has been very diffi-
cult to improve the training efficiency or classification accu-
racy of engineering application-oriented DBNs. We therefore
concentrate on an optimized DBN design, which fuses an

inexact linear searching algorithm- genetic algorithm (inexact
LSA-GA) based weight value optimization and a BA based
dynamic number adjustment of hidden-layer neuron.

A. INEXACT LSA-GA BASED WEIGHT VALUE
OPTIMIZATION
The use of term ‘inexact LSA-GA’ could suggest a fusion
of inexact linear searching algorithm and genetic algorithm
ideas. In principle, inexact LSA-GA aims to 1© efficiently
optimize the searching step length αk (searching interval of
Wij for 3 RBMs) via initially finding a searching direction pk
and 2© accurately update theweight valueWij via determining
probabilities for 3 genetic operations (including reproduc-
tion, crossover and mutation) of typical GA. As illustrated,
the essential part of inexact LSA-GA consists in its deter-
mination of a sufficiently degraded function value along the
searching direction by an inexact linear searching idea. It is
desired to derive a big enough searching step length so that
inexact LSA can continuously reduce the step length in an
iterative manner. Owing to the powerful evolutionary mech-
anisms, the introduction of GA is to refine the end searching
process of Wij. This could be illustrated by two searching
areas in Fig. 3. Define the searching area of inexact LSA
by (e, d), and define the searching area of GA by (e′, d ′),
thus, it would need to be d ′ − e′ = k ∗ (d − e) if it were
desired to employ GA for better weight value optimization
efficiency. It is also experimentally illustrated that conversion
factor k = 0.3 corresponds to optimal results.
To demonstrate this method, it will be used to refer

to the concept of loss function, since inexact LSA-GA
aims to optimize Wij by means of the evaluation of a loss
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TABLE 1. Major steps of inexact LSA-GA based weight value optimization.

FIGURE 3. Searching idea of inexact LSA-GA.

function L(θ ), it follows that

L(θ ) =
n∑
i=1

logP(vi|θ ) =
n∑
i=1

[logf (vi|θ )− logZ (θ )] (6)

The searching direction pk should be fully taken into
account. It would need to meet Eq. (7) and gradient descent
simultaneously, i.e., pk = −1f (Wij), thus

h
f (W )T pk < 0 (7)

where f (·) =
∑

v,h e
−E(v,h|·) being an objective function.

It should be stressed that, the input of vi in f (·) could be any
sample in fault dataset, whilst, the input of vi in Z (θ ) must be
the label sample. The variableWk (as in Fig.3) represents the
current optimal solution ofWij.
For the inexact LSA-GA that is represented by the above

Fig.3, the determination of step leng αk is identically signifi-
cant since it essentially determines the optimizing efficiency
ofWij. To achieve this,αk that is chosen for adapting toweight
value optimization would subject to strong Wolf-Powell cri-
terion as Eq.(8) indicates, also, it must meet Eq.(9) as follows

f (Wk + αkpk ) ≤ f (Wk )+ c1αkpk
h

f (Wk )T ,

||pTk
h

f (Wk + αkpk )T || ≤ −c2pk
h

f (Wk )T (8)

f (Wk + αkpk ) < f (Wk ), αk > 0 (9)

where c1 and c2 are two constants with respect to strong
Wolfe-Powell criterion. They satisfy 0 < c1 < c2 < 1.

Denote the new optimal solution ofWij byWk+1(at sample
time k + 1), then a simple iteration type of relationship exists
betweenWk+1 and Wk , viz.

Wk+1 = Wk + αkpk (10)

The fusion of typical GA aims at the goals of so-called
‘refine searching’, so that we can accelerate the weight value
optimizing procedure. It is desired to fulfill the inexact LSA
to GA conversion at the end ofWij iteration process. The solu-
tion precision of GA is designated as E = 0.001, meanwhile,
for better local searching performances, the area (e′, d ′) is
divided into M parts, i.e., M = (e′,d ′)

E . We further present
the major steps of this inexact LSA-GA based weight value
optimization process, as given in Table 1.

The comparative analysis (on basis of same optimizing
task and same time taken) between inexact LSA and inex-
act LSA-GA is illustrated by the different optimizing paths
in Fig. 4. As we shall see, their main difference consists
in the end optimizing mechanism- the inexact LSA aims to
approach the target (red point) in a kinked chain manner
by consistently optimizing step length αk throughout the
whole time period, whilst, the inexact LSA-GA maximizes
its own superiors by refining the end optimizing, which leads
to approach the target with more intensively kinked chains
(more precisely, it occurs at last phase of optimizing process).
The refined end optimizing result, however, appears to be
much closer to the target point in same conditions of time
taken forWij optimization.

B. BA BASED DYNAMIC NUMBER ADJUSTMENT OF
HIDDEN-LAYER NEURON
The dynamic neuron-number adjustment will be described
with chief reference to the adjustment that is taken on the
hidden layer of each RBM. Since the direct approach involves
the iterations of momentum κ and learning rate ε, we there-
fore define a constructed vector (for problem describing) to be
x = (N1,N2,N3, κ, ε) ∈ R5, where Ni(i = 1, 2, 3) denote the
hidden-layer neuron numbers to be determined. The optimiz-
ing of x may suggest a parallel evaluation of Ni, so that DBN
could explicitly invoke some specific evolutionary learning
tools.

We focus on the BA based optimum calculating. Analo-
gous to standard GA, under BA framework, it is desired to
define a large-enough bat population to describe the possible
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FIGURE 4. The optimizing path comparison between inexact LSA and inexact LSA-GA.

solutions of x, note here, x also represents the positions of
individual bats [35]. Quite simple, a set of estimates (includ-
ing κ , ε and Ni) of DBN after one-step training apparently
supplies BA framework with initial values of x. The typical
BA can be theoretically described by

fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin)β,

vti = vt−1i + (x t−1i − x∗)fi,

x ti = x t−1i + vti (11)

where fi is the acoustic frequency emitted by the ith bat in
the population,fmax and fmin respectively denote themaximum
and minimum acoustic frequencies. At the initialization stage
of BA, an acoustic frequency that yields to uniform distribu-
tion in [fmax , fmin] domain is arbitrarily assigned to a bat. β is a
random number uniformly distributed between [0, 1]. vti and
x ti respectively denote the speed and position of the ith bat
at tth generation. x∗ is the current optimal position, which
in nature denotes the desired solution x when it is globally
optimal.

The generation of global optimum x∗ should primarily rely
on the developed optimizing strategies. Define a threshold
value p, we set: if p > rl(pulse emissivity of the lth bat),
a local searching strategy (by Eq. (12)) is directly used
to iteratively update the current position of concerned bat.
Otherwise, it would need to adjust the loudness Al & pulse
emissivity rl by Eq. (13) at first and further employ Eq. (12)
to conduct a global searching task with an updated At , viz.

xnew = xold + ηAt (12)

At+1l = λAtl ,

r t+1l = r0l [1− exp(−γ t)] (13)

where xold and xnew respectively denote the current position
and updated position of concerned bat. Random number η
obeys Gaussian normal distribution N (0, 1).At denotes the
average loudness of bat population at tth generation. Atl and

At+1l respectively denote the loudness of soundwaves emitted
by the lth bat at tth and (t + 1)th generation. r t+1l denotes the
pulse emission frequency of the lth bat at (t+1)th generation,
and r0l denotes the initial pulse transmission frequency. λ and
γ are constants, being both less than 1.

Referring to Eq. (13), as t increases, Atl would lin-
early decrease and rl would exponentially increase (never
exceeds r0l ), so that for any 0 < η < 1,rl > 0, when t →∞,
thenAtl → 0 and rl → r0l . The loudnessA

t
l has a natural phys-

ical interpretation. It usually decreases once a bat has found
its prey, i.e., its optimized position. Atl → 0 therefore may
suggest that global optimum x∗ is consequently achieved.
Fig.5 describes the detailed algorithm block diagram for

wheeled robot fault diagnosis. The central blocks shows
how information flows forward from RBM1 to classifier
‘soft-max’, where 6-dimensional vector (navigation param-
eters of 3-axis attitude and 3-axis velocity) functions as the
input vector of RBM1.
The initialization of algorithm is based on initially making

a set of assignments of, Wij, ai, bj and x, which involves
the neuron state determination for visible layer and hid-
den layer of RBMs, viz., we can solve for bias ai and bj
according to joint probability distribution expressions (as the
sub-block at the upper left indicates). The sub-block ‘BA’ also
explicitly presents the definition of vector x. As illustrated,
each bat in population would completely execute Wake stage
and Sleep stage for neuron number determination of each
RBM hidden layer, which reflects the updating of acoustic
frequency, speed and position of ith bat (as ‘BA’ sub-block
indicates). In a sense, it is fair to say BA dominates the
main algorithm framework of optimizedDBN, i.e., multiplied
3-neuron-number combination results would imply differ-
ent types of DBN structure. We emphasize that, optimizing
Wij via inexact LSA-GA drives the variations of κ and ε
(as ‘inexact LSA-GA’ sub-block indicates), which then
increasingly corrects the possible solutions of x (positions of
individual bats). In addition, for a better network convergence
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FIGURE 5. The algorithm block diagram of optimized DBN.

FIGURE 6. The schematic diagram of wheeled robot fault diagnosis modeling.

purpose, the typical weight adjustment strategy with inertial
terms κ1W k−1

ij , κ1ak−1i and κ1bk−1j is allowed to iteratively
update θ = {W , a, b}, see details in the sub-block at the upper
right.

IV. WHEELED ROBOT FAULT DIAGNOSIS MODELING
The IMU fault diagnosis modeling consists of a laboratory
experiment based navigation information collecting and a
numerical simulation based fault dataset creating. Concern-
ing the physical sizes of sensors embedded in robot base,
a low-cost integrated chip MPU6050 which functions as
the element for physical motion measurement of robot is

invited. MPU6050 that enables extremely small mechanical
structures to be fabricated into bulk materials is composed of
a 3-axis MEMS (abbreviates‘micro-electromechanical sys-
tems’) accelerometer, a 3-axis MEMS gyroscope, a 16-bit
ADC converter, a 16-bit digital temperature sensor and a
digital motion processor.

It is desired that, under laboratory experiment,
MPU6050 provides the navigation computer with 3-axis
angular rate and 3-axis acceleration. The collected navigation
parameters are then used for the simulated fault dataset con-
struction. The block diagram that favorably fuses sensor func-
tions and algorithms is presented in Fig.6. It mainly involve
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FIGURE 7. Experimental data acquisition process.

FIGURE 8. Under uniform linear motion state (with no fault).

the experimental data’s acquision, the data pre-processing,
the addition of simulated faults and the inertial calculation
for attitude and velocity estimates.

A. NAVIGATION INFORMATION COLLECTING
VIA MPU6050
The laboratory experiments are conducted under robot kines-
tates in terms of uniform linear motion and uniform circular
motion. A single chip microcomputer STC89C52 is firstly
invited, which functions as a link between a MPU6050 mod-
ule and a wireless transmission module Xbee (whose maxi-
mum communication rate is 250 kbps). In sequence, they are
both mounted in a slot (as a stationary base on robot) as a
united whole. Now, the preparations for navigation parameter
collecting at fixed sampling points are implemented. Note
that, another matched Xbee module should be directly con-
nected with the navigation computer via a USB interface
(See Fig.7 (b)), i.e., all the experimental data transmission
is accomplished in a wireless manner (MPU6050 adopts
400 kHz I2C communication interface).
The indoors flat marble floor is designated as the

work envelope of laboratory experiments. Fig.7 records the

experimental data acquisition process. As we shall see
in Fig.8 and Fig.9, the collected navigation parameters are
illustrated in terms of 3-axis gyroscope output and 3-axis
accelerator output. We emphasize that, the collected param-
eters (3-axis angular rate and 3-axis acceleration) would
not be directly used as the inputs of optimized DBN (even
though they are substantially smoothed). We shall immedi-
ately address the reasons in the following Part B. Before that,
let us start from the uncertainty factor analyses.

The known uncertainty factors and sources of error may
include 1© static drift noise of gyroscopes and accelera-
tors. Especially for MEMS gyroscopes of MPU6050, their
drifts account for a large proportion of such error; 2© gyro-
scope random error. Due to the drifts of MEMS gyroscopes
and the limited measurement environments, gyroscope ran-
dom error generates during the operation of MPU6050; 3©
incorrect accelerator output. Due to the fact that the mar-
ble floor may be not flat enough, when the wheeled robot
makes contact with the ground, it perhaps generates some
forms of acceleration fluctuation and derives larger acceler-
ator output than the true value; 4© occasional data transmis-
sion delays. It is mainly due to the cause that the wireless
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FIGURE 9. Under uniform circular motion state (with no fault).

transmission of Xbee module is influenced by electromag-
netic interferences.

The solutions to the elimination of influences produced by
above uncertainty factors are to conduct multiple sets of data
pre-processing. To begin with the experiment, MPU6050 was
mounted on a stationary base on a two-axis horizon-
tal turntable. As the initial alignments of gyroscopes and
accelerometers were accomplished, we collected 2000 sets
of data, calculated the average value and subtracted from
the raw data. The results were considered to be the actual
outputs of gyroscopes and accelerometers and were subse-
quently recorded. In sequence, the density-based local out-
lier data mining algorithm-Local Outlier Factor (LOF) was
invited to eliminate the outliers. Specifically, for sampling
data integrity, every single outlier was replaced by the cal-
culated average value of 50 sets of data that were adjacent to
the outlier from front and rear. Now, the data (3-axis angular
rate and 3-axis acceleration) may then be normalized for the
following simulated fault dataset creating, so as to further
eliminate the possible influences produced by data forms.
It was linearly formulated in terms ofmin-max normalization,

y =
x −MinValue

MaxValue−MinValue
(14)

where x and y respectively denote the original data and nor-
malized data.MinValue andMaxValue respectively represent
the minimum and maximum in the original datasets.

B. SIMULATED FAULT DATASET CREATING
The creating of fault datasets, as in Fig.6, is to implement the
simulated fault signal addition, which is mainly about the sig-
nals that are manually added to the derived 3-axis angular rate
and 3-axis acceleration. Note that, these parameters cannot
directly reflect the behaviors of IMUs, since we merely aim
at the fault detection and fault diagnosis of IMUs (rather than
integrated systems, like GPS/IMUs, visual odometer/IMUs,
etc.), we therefore choose the equivalent attitude angel (with
fault) estimates and velocity (with fault) estimates as the input

variables of optimized DBN, as illustrated by the top block
(6-dimensional vector) in Fig.5.

Let us begin the simulated fault addition process by deter-
mining the components of signals that are derived from iner-
tial sensors. Note that, as in Fig.6, the essential part of iner-
tial calculation consist in performing the data pre-processing
beforehand, and the purpose of inertial calculation is to fulfill
the conversion of 3-axis angular rate (with simulated fault) &
3-axis angular acceleration (with simulated fault) to equiva-
lent attitude angel and velocity form.

For the signals derived from the inertial sensors, they can
be mathematically described as

yR(µ) = y(µ)+ f (µ)+ v(µ) (15)

where µ denotes run time of inertial sensors.yR(µ) denotes
the actual output, y(µ) denotes the theoretical (or real) out-
put, f (µ) denotes the added fault, v(µ) denotes the noise.
Generally, the noise may come from the internal sensors or
the external work volumes. Moreover, it may be random and
unpredictable at every single moment.

The fault type identification of the inertial sensors could
be complex due to the diversity of faults, but for the purpose
of fault analysis, three distinct idealized types are possible.
These are abrupt fault (element parameters suddenly exhibit
large deviation that cannot be monitored or predicted before-
hand), soft fault (individual parameter values of elements
slowly change with the variation of time and environment)
and clearance fault (time-lapse fault caused by aging, insuffi-
cient tolerance or poor contact). According to the above fault
attributes (hard fault clearance is of no concern), the con-
structed f (µ) may be
(1) Deviation fault
Deviation fault could imply a sudden fault. Concerning the

system excitation, the severe step-type function is a certainly
reminiscent. For the amplitude of step function, we denote by
constant c and define

f (µ) = c (16)
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(2) Drift fault
Drift occurs normally in MEMS IMUs, as one of typical

soft faults, which may be a function of 1µ (the time kept
since fault occurs) and be written in general linear form, viz.

f (t) = ζ ∗1µ (17)

where ζ is a random number.
The simulated fault magnitude would need to be taken

into account so as to precisely identify the fault intensity and
fault occurring time. For the faults represented above, through
multiplied laboratory tests, we set c = 4 deg and ζ = 11,
which identically enables the faulty states to be identified and
to be available for the further optimized DBN fault diagnosis.

Taking the estimated attitude (Euler angle: pitch, roll and
yaw) and 3-axis velocity under uniform circular motion state
as example, we present the comparative analysis results of
drift fault (located at X-axis of MEMS gyroscope) occur-
rence, deviation fault (located at X-axis of MEMS accelera-
tor) occurrence and IMU fault-free circumstances, as respec-
tively shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11.

Fig.10 (a) and Fig.11 (a) indicate that in cases where
the axial gyroscope drift faults occur, the attitude estimates
of wheeled robot appear to be strongly fluctuant or even
worse (non-convergent), whilst, the 3-axis velocity estimates
maintain almost unchanged curve tendencies with respect to
variation of generated 3-axis angular rate. This is mainly due
to the fact that the gyroscopes are not used in the propagation
of velocity vector, and only used as a direct attitude reference.
Fig.10 (b) and Fig.11 (b) represent that, the axial accelera-
tor deviation fault may lead to a change in velocity vector,
but its one principal attribute is its relevance of estimated
attitude vector. As with typical IMU navigation strategies,
accelerators may generally be used for attitude updating.
Clearly, the constructed datasets that have characteristics of
data coupling fairly meets the fault diagnosis requirements
for certain data association concerned circumstances.

Table 2 gives the detailed dataset descriptions in terms of
fault category, fault location and fault type. Dataset A and
dataset B respectively correspond to uniform linear motion
and uniform circular motion. For each row of vector-type
data, it involves the estimated orthogonal attitude angles
(pitch, roll and yaw, all in ◦) and orthogonal 3-axis velocity
(in m/s). Concerning the efficient representation, storage and
retrieval of sufficient sets of data for the following optimized
DBN classification tests, for each fault category (13 in total,
as in Table 2), it would contain 3000 sets of data (each one is
in vector space R6), so that the amount of data in dataset A
(the same to dataset B) would be equal to 3000×13 = 39000
in total. To take a specific example, as in Table 2, example
items in Category 1of such datasets A and B might be
representations for such fact as ‘‘X-axis of certain gyroscope
malfunctions’’, ‘‘The bias fault is considered to be happening
with c = 4 deg’’, ‘‘The estimated navigation parameters
in first and last (3000th) sampling instants in dataset A are
[1.0872 − 0.2686 0.1813 0.0187 0.0086 0.1550]
and [1.0573 −0.2687 0.1832 0.0147 0.0045 0.1548]

FIGURE 10. Attitude estimates under uniform circular motion.

respectively’’, ‘‘[1.0872 − 0.6686 1.1813 0.0106
0.0586 0.0195] and [1.0632 −0.6531 1.1766 0.0184
0.0512 0.0179] for those in dataset B’’, etc.

In the following section for optimized DBN performance
analysis, we set 70% of the total data volume in both dataset A
and dataset B functions as training sets, 20% functions as test
sets and the remaining 10% is for validation sets.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZED DBN FOR
FAULT DIAGNOSIS
As in Table 2, the data features in dataset A and dataset B
appear to be different even though same fault category and
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TABLE 2. Dataset descriptions.
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FIGURE 11. Velocity estimates under uniform circular motion.

fault location of individual sensors are considered, thus,
we create 26 labels that correspond to 26 possible faults,
where 13 for dataset A, 13 for dataset B.

A. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT
PROCESS OF DBN MODEL
As stated above, the adjustable DBN model refers to the
dynamic number adjustment of its hidden-layer neuron.
To begin with the simulation test, we set the initial neuron

TABLE 3. Variable values in bat algorithm.

number of 3 RBM hidden layer to be ’11-7-21’, and set
the initial values of ε and κ to be both 0.01. It should be
emphasized that, in our design, the training and optimization
of DBN is accomplished via sufficient and heuristic trainings
of each RBM within 100 epochs (generations). The dynamic
adjustment process of DBN model is illustrated by the rela-
tion curves between adjustable hidden-layer neuron number
of 3 RBMs (indicated on the horizontal axis) and estimated
fault classification accuracy (indicated on the vertical axis),
as shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13.

The explicit structure of this DBN could be initially rep-
resented by ‘6-11-7-21-13’ with fixed 6 (input neurons as
indicated in Fig.5) and fixed 13 (output neurons, representing
13 fault categories) and adjustable ‘11-7-21’.

Various ways in which hidden-layer neuron number
of 3 RBMs can be combined lead to different correct rate
results. For example, for Category 1(fault 1) in dataset
A, when the hidden-layer neuron number combination
is 7-14-15 (as illustrated in Fig.12(a)), the highest correct
rate 94.8% is achieved. Since there is contextual correlation
between data in both datasets, for fault 2, the fixed combina-
tion 7-14-15 therefore identically leads to the highest correct
rate 94%. For fault 9 and fault 11, the numbers can both
reach up to 97.6%. For no fault circumstance (represented
by Category 13), this correct rate peaks to 97.9%, that is,
a set of samples which are equivalent to an error of 2.1% in
accurate rate have been misclassified. This is mainly for the
reasons that 1© the inertial calculation weakens the feature
differences between samples (6-dimensional fault vectors)
2© the derived fault categories by the classifier ‘Soft-max’
with probability calculations appear to be multivalued, viz.,
one single fault could be simultaneously classified into more
than one category.

Analogously, 3 representative faults including fault 1,
fault 9 (corresponds to the highest correct rate except for
fault 13) and fault 13 (indicates no fault is happening) are cho-
sen as an illustration of how the dynamic adjustments of pos-
sible hidden-layer neuron number combinations perform in
dataset B. The corresponding relation curves are given
in Fig.13. By a method similar to that adopted for clas-
sification accuracy analysis on dataset A, the calculated
hidden-layer neuron number combination in this case
is ‘6-7-27’. Also, the corresponding value changes of vari-
ables ε and κ in bat algorithm during this adjustment process
are given in Table 3.

As stated, 20% of the total data is used for test sets, we fur-
ther present the fault diagnosis accuracy results with the given
test sets on both dataset A and dataset B, as illustrated by the
detailed accuracy estimates of 13 faults in Fig.14. For a better
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FIGURE 12. The relation curves between adjustable hidden-layer neuron number of 3 RBMs and estimated fault
classification correct rate for 13 types of faults (Dataset A).
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FIGURE 12. (Continued.) The relation curves between adjustable hidden-layer neuron number of 3 RBMs and
estimated fault classification correct rate for 13 types of faults (Dataset A).

quantitative interpretation of fault diagnosis accuracy esti-
mates, we define a threshold valueN (N ∈ [0.0001, 0.0009]).
For the given N , we apply a set of rules:

1© For every single 13-dimentional vector derived form
classifier ‘soft-max’, if the differences between the max-
imum and other elements of the vector are bounded on
[0.0001,0.0009], then it is permitted that one single sample
(one known category) can be classified into up to 3 categories.
Among this 3, if the correct category (since the category for
testing is known beforehand) is included, then the sample will
be denoted by ‘inexact classifying samples (ICS)’. Otherwise,
with correct category not included, we denote by ‘wrong
sample’.

2© If 4 or more than 4 categories that a single sample may
belong to are determined, that sample will be directly denoted
by ‘wrong sample’. It is mainly because that, in fault diagno-
sis field, 4 (or more than 4) categories that are simultaneously
derived by one estimator could suggest an enlarged range
of fault correcting. It makes no sense for the fault diagnosis
efficiency.

3© The fault accuracy estimates of ICS follow the
basic rules: For every single sample that is simul-
taneously classified into 2 categories, we denote the
correct classifying number by ‘0.5’. Similarly, for every
single sample that may belong to 3 categories, we denote
by ‘0.33’.
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FIGURE 13. The relation curves between adjustable hidden-layer neuron number of 3 RBMs and estimated fault
classification correct rate for 13 types of faults (Dataset B).

TABLE 4. Classifying result of Fault 1(Dataset A).

TABLE 5. The numbers of ICS for Fault 1∼Fault 13.

To take Fault 1 of dataset A as a specific example,
Table 4 quantitatively lists its fault classifying result in terms
of numbers of category 1 that are correctly classified or
misclassified (includes ‘ICS’ case and ‘wrong’ case).

By a method similar to that adopted for fault diagno-
sis accuracy calculation in Table 4, the other 12 accuracy
estimates on both dataset A and dataset B would be
solvable, as illustrated in Fig.14. In addition, Table 5
explicitly lists the numbers of ICS for 13 individual
faults.

It’s obvious that the numbers of ICS for Fault 7∼ Fault 12
are slightly less than those for Fault 1∼ Fault 6. Referring to
Fig.14 (for quantitative fault diagnosis accuracy), we deduce

the conclusion that the fault features of accelerators, when
compared to gyroscopes, exhibit both obvious and stable,
making themselves to be easily identified and further clas-
sified in the process.

B. THE OPTIMIZED-DBN BASED FAULT CLASSIFICATION
EVALUATION
This section is devoted to the fault classification evaluation
with the trained DBN models. We use the remaining 10% of
total data volume (the data that are not already involved) as
validation sets. For dataset A, the definite structural framing
of DBN designed would be ‘6-11-7-21-13’ with fixed ε =
0.015 and κ = 0.7, for dataset B, the so-called DBN anatomy
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FIGURE 14. The fault diagnosis accuracy of dataset A and B (with given test sets).

FIGURE 15. The fault classification evaluation (Dataset A).

FIGURE 16. The fault classification evaluation (Dataset B).

would be ‘6-6-7-27-13’ with fixed ε = 0.01 and κ = 0.7.
The fault classification results are spatially presented with
colored clusters in Fig. 15 and Fig.16.

In Fig.15 (a) and Fig.16 (a), ‘original DBN’ refers
to the DBN in initial structure ‘6-11-7-21-13’ with no
inexact LSA-GA based weight value optimization or BA
based dynamic number adjustment of hidden-layer neuron.

To illustrate, each color represents one single fault. Quite
clear, there are more overlapping areas between certain faults
in Fig.15 (a) (or Fig.16 (a)) in comparison with those in
matched Fig.15 (b) (or Fig.16 (b)), the optimized DBN mod-
els are therefore proved to be more precise in differentiating
varieties of faults in stead of classifying one single fault into
two or three categories.
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FIGURE 17. Generalization ability tests.

TABLE 6. The comparative accurate rate, STD and consumption time results.

Under same conditions, in terms of accurate rate, standard
deviation (STD) and consumption time, a comparative result
between the original DBN and optimized DBN is also quan-
titatively given in Table 6. The time consumed is recorded
by a timer in platform ‘Matlab 2019b’ (Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-8265U, 8GB RAM). It is fair to say the optimized DBN
leads to better classifying performances without any load in
computational efficiency.

The following Fig.17 attempts to testify the learning per-
formances of proposed DBN models in terms of generaliza-
tion ability. By a method similar to that adopted for the data
collection in Section IV part B, the dataset C, D, E and F
with similar data features may be created and defined by fault
sets. Dataset C and D respectively correspond to uniform
linear motion and uniform circular motion, whose 10 types
of faults (with c = 3.5 deg and ζ = 10.5 for deviation and
drift representations) are randomly selected from 13 types
of faults described in Table 2. Analogously, dataset E and F

respectively correspond to uniform linearmotion and uniform
circular motion, and they both consist of 4 types of faults
(randomly chosen from Table 2) with c = 4.5 deg and
ζ = 11.5.

It is obvious to indicate that, the optimized DBN models
identically lead to ideal classification results on dataset C,
D, E and F. There is no need to conduct data reconstruc-
tion or feature extraction in the process, their abilities in
learning useful data features and deep level data association
among complex data structures could be guaranteed.With the
wheeled robot applied in practice, the dynamic DBNs may
provide the reference models for the design and development
of large scale prior data based fault diagnosis.

VI. SUMMARY
A dynamic DBN model design with inexact LSA-GA based
weight value optimization for fault diagnosis was employed.
With algorithmically constructing the modules in which the
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numbers of hidden-layer neuron of 3 constituent RBMs
dynamically changes with respect to the given datasets, which
was experimentally assessed with a MPU6050 module and
further applied to practical wheeled robot fault diagnosis.
It demonstrated that, corresponding to the uniform motions
of robot bodies, the established datasets function as training,
test and validation sets appear to have their applicabilities to
classification problems, and the simulated deviation and drift
faults of IMUs can be used for deep level data association
extraction between data and fault categories. The numerical
simulation results indicate that the designed DBN models
lead to better fault diagnosis accuracy and generalization
ability with optimizedmomentum and learning rate, and were
validated via spatially represented fault classification results.
We conclude that the optimized DBN design is generally
to be preferred to unadjustable DBN anatomies since fewer
categories are simultaneously misclassified for numbers of
single faults. Heavy emphases would need to be placed upon
the analyses of robustness and reliability for this large scale
data based fault diagnosis method, also, if it were desired to
enhance the efficiency, the problem of computational load
may not be neglected. The following investigation will focus
on these essential issues.
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